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Basic Rules

Note: This document provides background material for the main Contact “Rules and Scenario” document; it is not a
standalone rules doc. If you are a new player, you probably want to read this first, as it contains the “standard” Assassins’ Guild
game terms and gameplay rules. The longer document contains the Contact-specific rules.

The following are the basic rules for Contact, a real-time, real-space roleplaying game sponsored by the MIT Assassins’
Guild. You are responsible for knowing these rules. Many of them are nigh-impossible to enforce and rely upon the honor
system. Do not cheat. Do not abuse loopholes. Play fair. Be your own harshest critic.

The gamemasters (GMs) run the game. If you have any problems or questions concerning the game, contact a GM. Rulings
they make are final. They may violate the letter of the rules to preserve the spirit. The GMs promise to be as fair and reasonable
as possible. Neither they nor these rules are perfect.

This game is intended to be fun. Getting into character, roleplaying, being dramatic, and playing competitively can all
increase the fun of the game. Do not take the game too seriously. Even if you are losing, keep a good attitude. When the game is
over, the real winners are the players with the best stories.

This is only a game. Everyone involved should act with courtesy, sportsmanship, patience, and taste. The GMs may expel
anyone they believe to be violating the spirit of the rules or the game. Emotions may run high. If you think things are crossing
the line from game to reality too much, or if you are just getting too stressed, calm down and maybe take a break. Stay in control.
Use common sense. Always, play safely, then play to have fun.

1 Getting Started

1.1 Character Packets

Your character packet is a big manila envelope. It contains your role: who you are, what you’re up to; everything about your
part as a player-character (PC) in the game. Read all the contents and generally keep them with you during the game. If
you are missing something or find something which doesn’t seem to belong to you, tell one of the GMs. Character packets are
confidential. Game materials which cannot be given to other players are marked “Not Transferable,” whereas things which can
be given to others are marked “Freely Transferable” or “Game Item.”

Name-Badge: A name-badge with your player name, character name, and character description on it shows that you are in the
game; wear it visibly while you are playing. It represents your character’s body in-game. See Character Bodies, below.

Character Sheet: Your character sheet describes who you are and what you are up to. It contains a list of everything else that
should be in your character packet. Do not show or read your character sheet to other players.

Bluesheets: A bluesheet describes information common to members of a group. When in conflict, character sheet information
overrides bluesheet information. Do not show or read a bluesheet to other players.
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Greensheets: A greensheet describes and expands abilities, mechanics, or in-game knowledge. Do not show or read a green-
sheet to other players.

Stat Card: Your stat card lists your statistics. You might not know what all of your stats mean. Do not show your stats to
others. The reverse side is a death report; fill it out and give it to the GMs when your character dies.

Ability Cards: An ability card explains a special ability your character has. The front side describes the effects; show it to
players when you use the ability. The reverse is the rules of use and must not be shown to other players.

Memory Packets: A memory packet is an envelope or stapled piece of paper with a trigger which describes when to open and
read it. If it’s a quoted phrase, open when you hear or read it in-game. If it’s a symbol, open when instructed. Do not take game
action based on an unopened trigger. Do not show or read a memory packet to other players.

Items: In-game items may be transferred from character to character, and should be marked as such. See Items Etc., below.

1.2 Reality and Game Reality

There is a big difference between reality and game reality. Players must treat each other with courtesy and explain to each
other what their characters perceive in confusing situations; e.g. “My character’s hands are covered in blood,” an out-of-game
statement. Characters are under no such restrictions, and may do what it takes to further their goals; e.g. “Uh, hi Bob. Just got
back from doing some biology research,” an in-game statement.

Metagaming is inferring in-game knowledge that is inappropriate for your character from out-of-game information. Do
your best to not metagame and especially to prevent the risk of metagaming. Be your own harshest critic.

Halts: A halt pauses game action. To call one, say “game halt” in a clear and audible voice; other players around a corner
should hear you, but you shouldn’t scare some poor grad student. End a halt by saying “three, two, one, resume.” Call a halt for
one of only three reasons: because a rule instructs you to, for safety and similar out-of-game issues, or to pause game and fetch a
GM (which you should avoid).

Not-Here: You may go not-here by turning your name-badge around so the “I’m Not Here” side is showing (or by removing
your badge entirely, if you are leaving game). Putting a hand on your head, visible from a distance, helps if you’re near other
players. Go not-here for one of only three reasons: because a rule instructs you to, to leave game, or to fetch a GM while in a halt
(which you should avoid).

When you are not-here, your character is not there. Your character cannot see, hear, or remember any game actions or
information you (the player) encounter. Avoid other characters, common game areas, game signs, or any sort of game interaction.

Non-Players: Use tact and common sense when dealing with non-players (NPs). You are encouraged to spread the gospel of
real-time, real-space roleplaying; however, many NPs prefer to sleep, study, or work undisturbed.

NPs may not knowingly affect the game. They and their rooms may not be used to hold items or information. They may not
help you kill. Do not use the presence of NPs to hide from rampaging mobs that want your blood.
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Avoid conspicuous or threatening game actions in front of NPs. Shooting your friend outside of a classroom one minute
before class lets out is a bad idea, as is screaming bloody murder down a hallway. If, despite your most valiant efforts, some NPs
do get upset, call the GMs who will help calm them down.

Observers: An observer is someone not playing the game who has agreed to watch. They generally wear an observer (white
or yellow) headband. Observers have traditionally been called “ghosts.” They should stay out of the way; you can always ask an
observer to leave. If a friend who is not playing wants to observe game, send them to the GMs.

Non-Player-Characters: Non-player-characters (NPCs) are characters in the game’s universe not played by a full-time player.
They are minor characters, bit parts, or random people. Some may have name-badges; sometimes called “GM plants,” these are
often not readily distinguishable from PCs.

Mechanics: Many actions your character can take, such as walking, talking, and general interaction with other characters, are
represented by you doing them. Others, like combat, are performed via abstract mechanics, which are described in ability cards,
greensheets, and rules. The abstract information for mechanics may not be discussed in-game. If you want to do something
special for which there is no mechanic, ask a GM.

Become familiar with your mechanics before game starts, especially those which occur under time-pressure (like combat).
Game action will not stop for memory packets, greensheets, or such.

A kludge (and derivative forms like “kludge-ite”) is something impervious to logic and cleverness, usually for game-balance.
You can’t affect a kludge without a specified mechanic.

Zone of Control (ZoC) is a rough distance measurement. You are within ZoC of someone if your outstretched fingers can
touch their outstretched fingers. Double-ZoC is twice this distance, triple-ZoC is three times, etc.

Headbands represent obvious visual effects; wear them visibly on your head. If you see a headband and don’t know what it
represents, ask. If you are wearing a headband, tell people what their characters see.

Safety: This is a game. Real violence is unacceptable. Game action should cause no real-world damage, either to people or
property. If something dangerous is happening, call a halt. Stay in control, use common sense, and do not endanger yourself or
others. WYou should not run or otherwise force your way into or through someone else’s ZoC, and you should not make physical
contact with another player without permission.

1.3 Places

There are three places that you may hear referred to regularly, and should know about:

- GM Room: This is where the GMs on duty will be. Stop by the GM room whenever you have a question; we also won’t
mind if you stop in to tell us about how game is going, so don’t ever wonder “is this worth bringing to the GMs?”; if you’re
not sure, the answer is yes, we’re always happy to help. Always knock when you want to enter the GM room; all player
inquiries are private, and the GMs may be discussing things you shouldn’t hear. We’ll tell you to come in. Because player
inquiries are handled one at a time, there will occasionally be a line outside the GM room; we’ll try to get through it as
quickly as possible. Don’t take any game action in the line for the GM room.

- Box Room: Contains The Box, a wonderful device in the form of a filing box full of folders. There will be a folder with your
name on it, which the GMs will use to deliver sheets, notebooks, messages, and anything else to you; you should generally
aim to check your Box folder every day, usually soon after you’ve come into game. The Box Room is also where you can
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find complicated items that your mechanics may tell you to acquire, and blank item cards to fill in when mechanics tell you
to create a simple item. There should be no game action taken while you’re in the Box Room; if someone else is in the Box
Room, be careful not to look at what they’re doing. You may leave player items (e.g., coats, bags) in the box room, but be
aware that there won’t always be people there.

- Common Room: Where players will generally hang out when they don’t have someplace to be. May contain food and
drink. In this game, also contains the Game Mommy, whose role is to help out players, particularly new players. See the
“Game Mommy” section of the main rules, and make friends. You may leave player items in the common room, but try not
to clutter it up too much since it will be busy. There is no guarantee that someone will be in it at all times, but it will be more
populated than the Box Room.

1.4 Basic Strategy

Make sure you understand the rules. If you are completely confused, get a GM who will try to help you out. Make sure you know
enough about your character to role-play him or her when you start talking to other people. Read through your entire packet a
couple of times, and skim through it again right before game starts. If you don’t know something about your character, ask a GM.

As a character, your first priority should be to open lines of communication. Contact people, show up at meetings, and chat.
Try to be easy to get in touch with. Ask people questions on relevant subjects. They’ll probably lie, but you may learn something.

There are no guarantees that you can trust anyone, but since cooperation is the key to accomplishing things, you will be
forced to trust people anyway. The most trustworthy people are probably those who need you.

2 Items Etc.

Many in-game items are represented by little white cards with a name and description. Item cards may be shown to others, passed
around, stolen, etc. Not all in-game items have cards; whatever they are represented by should be clearly marked “in-game item”.

Use common sense. You can’t carry a hundred guns in your pocket, fold a cat in half, or hide a life-sized statue in a fire
hose. You can’t stop a bullet with a set of blueprints or rip apart a metal safe with your bare hands. Even if your bag can carry a
broadsword in it, the broadsword noticeably sticks out (“you see a broadsword sticking out of my bag”).

Written Information: If you write in-game information down on a piece of paper, that paper is now an in-game item and
must be clearly marked as such. Don’t write in-game information on out-of-game documents (character sheet, etc.). Don’t write
out-of-game information (like memory packet triggers) on in-game documents.

Envelopes: Some items and locations may have an attached envelope (or just be a labeled packet or folded paper). The envelope
may include directions for when to open these (“open packet if you press the big red button” or “open packet if you eat this”);
otherwise you may only open them if instructed. Close them when you are done. Open and close packets gently.

Signs: Some locations and other game materials are represented by signs or packets posted throughout game area. You may
read any signs and must follow any rules printed on them.

Bulkiness: A bulky item is too big or heavy to be carried or concealed freely. Bulkiness is measured in hands (how many
hands it takes to carry it). If you are carrying a bulky item, make it clear to onlookers (hold the card). A hand carrying a bulky
object may do nothing else. With one hand less than required, you may drag a bulky item at a slow pace.
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Props: Some items may have props (physical representations or physreps) associated with them. The card and physrep should
be kept together. If they are separated, the card is the real item. Prop items are as bulky as the physrep. They can be carried in
bags that can hold them, on straps that are attached to them, etc.

Character Bodies: A body is represented by a name-badge. It must be willing or unable to resist for you to carry it. Carry the
badge conspicuously. Onlookers can’t tell if it’s dead without close examination, unless it would be obvious (like headless).

2.1 Searching, Stashing, and Stealing

Places: To search a place, search it. Normal items can be stashed in any reasonable, legal place. Don’t put items behind locked
doors, inside ceilings, in construction sites, or in hacking locations; consequently, don’t go rummaging through such places for
game items. Don’t stash or search in places that are not in-game; see Game Areas in the main rules.

People: All searches of characters or their belongings are conducted via player dialogue. Someone must be willing or unable
to resist for you to search them. You need at least one free hand to search someone. Anyone within ZoC of either you or your
victim can prevent the search by saying “I stop you” or an equivalent phrase.

A total search is an invasive, complete search of a character’s clothing. This reveals all in-game items, and takes as long as
your victim spends handing over possessions. If you’re the victim, hand over items at a reasonable pace. Hand over items in any
bags you’re carrying as well.
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